A wonderful and beautiful trip...
A new leap forward in the game industry that connects reality and virtualization.
Matafastest, do you want to challenge the world?
Metaf.global
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In

the IT industry and the Internet-

b a s ed g a m i n g in d u s t r y , h u m a n
technology is evolving from digital to
virtual reality.
Among blockchain technologies, it consists of an ecosystem that

maintains the value of digital assets through N.F.T It is becoming a
reality that N.F.T can be used in interesting and constantly evolving
games and living environments. Non-functional Token (NFT)
technology generates ownership of digital assets and has many

advantages that have not been previously implemented.
Horse racing is often called the "king's sport" and is a major
contributor to sports betting.
We want to reveal this interesting sport to more fans with the
concept of the metaverse game "horse racing.＂ Enjoy all the
excitement by allowing game players to own virtual assets while
significantly lowering entry costs and participating in the "horse
race" of their own horses!
"Metafastest" is an imaginative fun-filled NFT horse racing platform
game, a virtual digital game, but an NFT-based game of the TRONbased "blockchain" ecosystem.

(Metabus is a virtual technology that goes to a world where reality
and non-realism coexist by combining meta and universe) Meta-test
is a platform where athletes can race, reproduce, and trade horse
racing.
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“MetaFastest" is an N.F.T.-based racehorse gaming provided to
players in countries where P2E games are allowed. With the
opportunity to own and manage their stables, the excitement of
digital horse racing and breeding their own digital racehorses, our

platform is designed to include easy-to-access system dynamics
and maintains many fun elements in digital racehorses.
It is a traditional type of game that grows racehorses and fosters
them as the best racehorses by challenging and frustrating in
various aspects of the game. With player ownership in mind,
“Metafastest” provides many unique elements to the core value
proposition, as a platform designed from scratch based on digital
speech. One such feature is that it includes retired horses as

dynamics that affect growth and growth. the evolution of
racehorses This introduces the realistic elements of horse growth
and observation. Gradually reveal potential and add time elements
to add novelty. Depending on the competition environment, all new

players will be given the opportunity to manage racing that the
champion will never dominate.
“MetaFastest” gaming is designed to be realistic, so those who
enjoy horse racing in real life will also like the video of the game to

be true to tradition. In the evolving digital age, in a space full of
“metaverse” and digital avatars, “MetaFastest” remains a classic
obedience to the balance and words of the two worlds.
Funny, quirky, cute, fantasy, sci-fi, smooth, or totally cool, the player

truly expresses himself through the appearance of the horse. We
continue to strive to provide true ownership of N.F.T. and a smart,
secure, decentralized transaction and convenient system.
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▶ Racehorse Gaming

Each

horse is unique, but the player can use the following to

make the horse stand out. A variety of fun skins. This includes the
theme or seasonal skin.

Four racehorse pedigree
● The purple-eyed Legendary racehorse is the most rare in the
Meta Fastest (up to 10% of the total)
● The red-eyed Epic racehorse is the second highest in the Meta
Fastest (up to 20% of the total)
● The yellow-eyed Rare racehorse is the third highest in the Meta
Fastest (up to 30% of the total)
● The blue-eyed Common racehorse is the richest in the Meta
Fastest (up to 40% of the total)

Four racehorse breeds
- LIGHT : A light racehorse capable of breaking through quickly at
the end of the race is capable of a light-filled environment
- FIRE : From the first stage of the race, a fire racehorse with
explosive acceleration is capable of a burning environment

- WATER: : A water race that brings the enduring power of water
and easily overcomes long races without fatigue to show one's
ability
- EARTH : I've participated in thousands of races and I've overcome

hundreds of complex terrain, so I've been able to ride an
unshakable dirt racehorse Exerting ability in soil topography
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Racehorses are distinguished by gender

In

METAFASTEST, male and female racehorses appear, each

with or without children.

In addition to going to races, they can mate with each other and
generate profits for owners. A female horse may have ownership of
a foal born by paying for mating when a horse breeds.

the dimensions of a racehorse
- FS: Speed at departure
- MS: Race Medium Speed

- LS: Speed at the end of the race

▶ Crossbreed

Racehorses

have two genders and are divided into male

horses (25%) and female horses (75%).
It doesn't affect the race simply because of gender. However,

planning to breed racehorses is a very important decision, as it can
affect racehorses' race dimensions (FS, MS, LS) depending on their
lineage and breed.

Female horses can receive a slightly larger premium because they
can pay for their breeding and have ownership of the foal, and male
racehorses can be placed in stallions for two to seven days. Once a
racehorse enters the kennel, it cannot be taken out until the
breeding period is over. Male racehorse owners can determine the

price of mating and receive a portion of the mating fee.

The number of times a female horse can be cross breeded 5 times a
month and 15 times a month (6 times a month) for male horses, and

horses that have completed mating will be eligible to participate in
the race.

Interbreeding formulas and genetic algorithms
MF
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▶ Race

Racehorses truly come to life at the racetrack. Metafast's race is
based on: For users to experience all the thrill of horse racing,
Metatest's environment runs on the basis of

“metaverse” (a

combination of meta and universe) and supports interaction with

virtual content, such as overlapping or touching virtual images on
real images.
Race games are divided into league games and super save games
You need 2% of the price of a racehorse to participate in one race,
and you can participate a total of three times a day (initial utc00
hours).
In the league games, the racehorses who reach the Alpha Mal pay
their respective fees and distribute the paid fees by ranking.
Super Save is the highest super save prize in the top league,
competing with hero (new) racehorses, and the estimated prize
money is more than 700,000 USD per week.

The speed of the racehorse
depends on the conditions
of the racecourse and the
attributes of the racehorse.
For example, participate with
horses of each attribute that is
appropriate for your
environment,
just as an underwater

racehorse can run faster in
wet weather or humid
temperatures.
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▶ Growth

You

can upgrade the basic skills of your own racehorse by

upgrading the 4 elements of the stamina attribute. Feeding the
preceding ( hay) increases the start speed to +15 (0.015) in 0.001
seconds from the current capability.

Endurance - Increase to +30 (0.030) in 0.001 seconds per session.
(Experience) Increasing by 0.001 seconds per draw (carrot) + 15
(0.015) Physical strength (force) rises to 0.001 seconds + 15 (0.015)

per session.
Vitamin - Precedence +15 / Endurance +30 / Injection +15 Total
increase when taken daily.
Condition (Resting) - Ability gauge can rise from 50 to 100 per
racehorse after listening to music, watching videos and relaxing.
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▶ N.F.T Policy

Metafastest NFT has an open (no lock) policy that allows access.
Updates and Evolution - Other Metafastest NFTs have lockout
policies as needed and follow recommended practices. All horse
NFTs include 5% royalty.
Market Sales of Policy Identifiers - Applicable to the following NFT
marketplaces and support creator royalties: Each NFT type has a
separate policy ID and has been validated in all major Cardano NFT

markets.
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▶ Token Policy

MetaF

GAS / STAKING META.F / MetaX TOKEN is based on

POLYGON (MATIC) / TRON (TRC2.0).
Compatible (synchronized) with all Ethereum WALLETs. You're free
to trade with any of the Ethereum Foundation's tokens. MetaF GAS
tokens are used to trade racehorses or use the market within the
game.
MetaX tokens can be obtained through DEX, game participation,

event through leaderboard, and airdrop.
You can buy and sell it on the STAKING META.F cryptocurrency
exchange and cash it in your cryptocurrency wallet.
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1. You can easily recruit users by logging in to your wallet with
Tron et al. (Dao)
If you show their NFT collection on the profile page, they will
actually trade. In the case of other companies, it will be sold when it
is listed on the market, but the Metafastest platform creates a
society and ecosystem by bringing SNS in a different dimension
where transactions are activated and profits are realized through
various events and rewards.
2. Users of distribution and display campaigns can be interested in
each other throughout the community..

3. Three different types of users
▶ Seller trading ~ The popularity of good racehorses increases in
grade and value.
▶ Buyer/Collector Transactions ~ Increase Transaction Activation
▶ It encourages customer transactions and activities to encourage
platform P2E, and in the future, Token, which is listed in cooperation
with famous NFT exchanges around the world, also increases its
value because there are many transactions.
4. The influence of this platform, one NFT, allows users to
participate in the game and earn profits from P2E based on value.
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Import "NFT SOCIAL FI", [Transaction Fee, Subscription and Service
Fee]
▶ 15% Company Operating Fund
▶ Earnings and prize pool from a 20% hybridization reimbursement

of accrued revenue ----> Community incentives, funds, etc..
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Total quantity

800,000,000 Token

- IDO (initial DEX offering)

3.5%

- Start-up team

7%

- IEO (initial exchange offering)
- System Development Team

15％
3%

- Reserves

10%

- Marketing

6.5%

- Main Holder

55%

Marketing

IDO

3.50%
Development

6.50%
IEO

15.0%
3.0%

Main Holder

55.0%

10.0%
7.0%

Reserve
Fund

Start
up
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Distribution
Sortation

Dividend [%]

Metaf

Token Release

IDO

3.50

28,000,000

Unlock 25% on the
platform, lock it in the first
month, and then receive it
sequentially monthly for 3
months (4 months in total)

Startup

7.00

56,000,000

Locked for 6 months;
unlocks 10% tokens
quarterly

IEO

15.00

120,000,000

Unlocks 8% on the
platform, locks for 2
months, then receives
sequential monthly
benefits for 18 months
relative to the staking
amount

System
Develop

3.00

24,000,000

Locked for 6 months;
unlocks 10% tokens
quarterly

Reserve
Fund

10.00

80,000,000

Fixed in the first month
and then received monthly
sequentially for 48 months.

Marketing

6.50

52,000,000

Unlocked 1.5% on the
platform and received 36
months in sequence.

Main
Holder

55.00

440,000,000

Unlocks sequentially
within 48 months of game
launch.

METAF Token Information
▷ Project Name : Metafastest
▷ Website : metaf.global
▷ NFT : TRX721 Base
▷ The currency used : METAF TOKEN

▷ Token : TRC20 Base
▷ Price : 0.1 USD
▷ Quantity : 800,000,000 METAF
▷ Compatible with all Ethereum wallets (synchronized)
▷ 2% of the price of a racehorse to participate in one race
You can participate three times a day (initial UTC 00:00)
▷ METAF GAS/Staking METAF TOKEN is TRON (TRC 2.0) based.
▷ Compatible (synchronized) with all Ethereum wallets.
You can trade freely with the Ethereum Foundation's tokens.
▷ METAF GAS tokens are used to trade or market in-game METAFAST
NFT racehorses.
▷ Staking Metaf Tokens can be sold on cryptocurrency exchanges

(Cash from cryptocurrency wallets).
▷ METAF tokens are used as part of game products and affect supply
and demand, which increases in value due to low supply amid high
demand.

▷ As the METAF token opened its Arena Stadium during a month-long
listing price limit, its value was bound to increase as the number of
global players increased.

▶ First 1 to 2 months
-

Core Team Formation

-

Algorithm and White Paper / Completed February 7, 2022

-

Platform Design

-

NFT Complete Social Platform Early Web Page

-

Upper currency BSC Chain / ETH / Polygon (requires confirmation)

- Build an online community: Facebook, Twitter, Insta, telegram,
decode...

-

Community Spread

▶ 3 months

-

A month long public contest at a third-party.

-

a variety of publicity
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▶ 6 Months
-

Organize an extended development team

-

"NFT Metafasts" Platform

-

Announcement and real-time new projects

-

Platform Test

-

Attract diverse marketing, engage more users

-

Listed 1-3 (Major Exchange)

▶ 12 months
-

Staking

-

Open Platform

-

Sales Platform "Metafastes" Open Sea

-

Influential YouTuber invitation and promotion platform

-

a Newsmaker

▶ Two or Three years
-

Platform upgrade and development, new features

-

Realize revenue through games. Service.

-

300,000 active users

-

Upgrade Development App Version

-

Automatic retention by crossbreeding

-

Platform data, save, go to Web 3.0.

- Platform Diversification. High-quality D-FI Staking and
GAME-FI Game Project, Platform Community
- The combination of finance and games. Build a cohesive and
valuable metaverse.
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Facebook (Global]
https://bit.ly/3DsoLMN
Facebook (Korean)
https://bit.ly/3J36yrq
Tiktok
https://www.tiktok.com/@metafastest
Discord:
https://discord.gg/rCzPJNQXRf
Twitter
https://twitter.com/FastestMeta
Twitch
https://www.twitch.tv/
Instagram

https://bit.ly/3wvjwcD
Medium
https://medium.com/@metafastest
Naver blog
https://blog.naver.com/metafastest
Telegram
https://t.me/MetaFastest
Band
https://band.us/band/85806281
Youtube
https://bit.ly/302vWfS
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2022.10

2022.08

2022.Q4

2022.06

Listing strategy Associate to open
video game
shop offline
character N.F.T

World Game
Organization
Listing Exchange
2022.06

Complete content
Whitepaper
2022.06

Open Beta Service
2022.05

Metaastest Test

2021.12

Landing Site Open

2021.08

Creating a Token
Ecosystem
2020.11

2020.01
Establish &
Business Group
Develop Fintech
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Please read all contents of this disclaimer carefully. If you are
unsure about your future actions, we recommend that you seek
advice from law, finance, tax, or other experts.

1) Legal notice
a. This white paper is based on the time of writing, and was
distributed for general reference purposes only in relation to
coins / tokens and can be reviewed and revised. Please note that
this white paper reflects the latest information based on the
date of the cover and is not the final version. After that date, the
information written in this document, including business
operations and financial status of the project, can be changed.
This white paper may be updated on an occasional basis.
b. In any case, this white paper should not be construed as an offer
to sell or buy any coins (or tokens) by the company / distributor,
who is an issuer of METAF Coin (Token), and the presentation of
this document or the document itself should not be relied upon
or a basis for contracts and investment decisions.
c. METAF Coin (Token) is not intended to constitute securities,
units of business trust, or units of collective investment plans,
and follows the definitions set forth in the equivalent regulations
in other jurisdictions. Therefore, this white paper is not provided
as a business plan, prospectus, proposal, etc., and should not be
construed as an investment proposal or solicitation, such as
securities, units of business trust, units of collective investment

plans, etc. in any jurisdiction.
d. METAF Coin (Token) should not be understood, interpreted,
classified or treated as an opportunity for buyers to participate
in relation to products and coins or to receive investment

returns/ income/ payments/profits or any portion thereof.
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e. Reproduction, distribution, or dissemination of all or part of this
document is not allowed in a jurisdiction where the coin (or
token) issuance method specified in this white paper is
regulated or prohibited.

f.

The information described in this white paper has not been
reviewed, inspected or approved by any regulatory authority.
No such action has been taken in any jurisdiction, and there will
be no such actions in the future.

g. f you wish to purchase METAF Coin (Token), you should not
understand, interpret, classify, or handle METAF Coin (Token) as
follows.
(i) Any currency other than cryptocurrency;
(ii) Bonds and stocks issued by any institution;
(iii) Rights, options and derivatives for these bonds and stocks;
(iv) Rights under contracts for difference and other contracts for
the purpose of guaranteeing investment returns or avoiding
losses or impersonating this purpose;
(v) Units of securities such as collective investment plans,
business trusts, or derivatives

2) Restrictions on distribution and dissemination
a. Distribution or dissemination of all or part of this white paper
may be prohibited or restricted by the laws or regulatory
requirements of any jurisdiction. If restrictions apply, you should
familiarize yourself with the restrictions that may be applied by

possession of this white paper, seek advice such as laws, and
comply with them, and METAF Coin (or Token) and METAF
A s s e t M a n a g e m e n t C o . , L t d . a nd M E T A F I n v e s t m e n t
Development Co., Ltd.’s employees, agents, affiliates, etc.
(hereinafter ‘METAF Asset Management and Affiliates’) are not
responsible for this.

b. If you have read or possessed this white paper due to
distribution and dissemination, you should not share this white
paper or its contents with others in any other way, such as
distribution, duplication, etc. or should not allow or cause
this situation to happen.

3) Exclusion of responsibility
a. METAF Coin (or Token) and related services provided by METAF
Asset Management and affiliates are provided ‘as is’ and ‘as
available’. METAF Asset Management and its affiliates do not
make any explicit or implicit guarantee or description regarding
the accessibility, quality, suitability, accuracy, adequacy,
completeness, etc. of 9/14 METAF COIN (or Token) and related
services, and errors, and expressly state that they are not
responsible for any errors, delays, omissions, or actions taken in
reliance thereon.
b. METAF Asset Management and its affiliates do not describe,
guarantee, promise or assert to any entity or individual the
authenticity, accuracy, or completeness in any form, including
the information described in this white paper.
c. METAF Asset Management and its affiliates are not responsible
for contractual or illegal acts for any indirect, special, incidental
or consequential losses arising out of your acceptance of or
reliance on all or part of this white paper (including but not
limited to loss and utilization of investment returns/ income/

profits and loss of data, etc.), and this will apply to the fullest
extent permitted by applicable laws and regulations.

4) Warning on forward-looking statements
a. Certain expressions specified in this white paper contain
forward-looking statements regarding the future of business,
future events, prospects, etc.
These contents are not statements based on historical facts and
are identified by expressions which are similar to words such as
'plan,' 'estimate,' 'believe,' 'expect,' 'prospect,' and 'anticipate'.
These forward-looking statements may also be included in other

public materials such as presentation materials, interviews,
and videos other than this white paper. Forward-looking
statements contained in this white paper include, but are not
limited to, the future results, performance, achievements, etc. of

METAF Asset Management and its affiliates.
b. Forwa rd -looking st a t ement s involve va rious risks a nd
uncertainties. These statements do not guarantee of future
performance, and therefore you should not rely on them overly.

If risks and uncertainties are materialized into reality, the actual
performance and development of METAF Asset Management
and its affiliates may differ from expectations set by forwardlooking statements. Even if these circumstances change in the
future, METAF Asset Management and its affiliates have no
obligation to provide updates on forward-looking statements. If
you act on the basis of for ward looking statements contained in
this white paper, METAF Asset Management and its affiliates’
websites and other materials, you are solely responsible for the
non-realization of the forward-looking statements.

c. As of the date this white paper is written, METAF Coin (or Token)
and METAF Asset Management and its affiliates’ platform is not
complete or fully operational. Although the description has been
made on the premise that METAF Asset Management and its

affiliates’ business platform will be completed and fully operated
in the future, this should not be construed as a guarantee or
promise as to the completion and complete operation of the
business platform.

5) Potential risk
We recommend that you carefully read the following before making
a decision to purchase and participate in METAF Coin (or Token) to
fully analyze and understand the relevant factors and risks. Risks
include, but are not limited to.
I. Risk of buyer’s negligence related to storage, such as restriction
on access to METAF Coin (or Token) due to loss of identification
information, loss of essential private key related to the digital
wallet, storing METAF Coin (or Token);
II. Risk of value fluctuations after issuance of METAF Coin (or Token)
due to global market and economic conditions. Due to the
uncertainty in the value of METAF Coin (or Token), METAF Asset
Management and its affiliates may not be able to support the funds
necessary for the development of the METAF Coin business
platform or maintain the METAF Coin ecosystem in the intended
direction;

III. Risks related to changes in the social and economic environment,
changes in the stock or cryptocurrency market environment,
changes in the regulatory environment in the countries in which
METAF Asset Management and its affiliates operate their business,
and changes in the ability for METAF Asset Management and its
affiliates to survive or compete in this environment In certain
jurisdictions, existing/new regulations related to block chain
technology that are unfavorable to METAF Coin may be applied.
As a result, significant changes may occur to METAF Asset
Management and its affiliates, such as abolition/loss of METAF Coin
(or Token).
IV. Risks related to changes in the future capital needs of METAF
Asset Management and its affiliates and changes in the possibility
of raising capital and funds to meet them. Lack of funds may affect
the development of the business platform through METAF Coin and
the use and potential value of METAF Coin (or Token)
V. METAF Asset Management and its affiliates may suspend
activities, disband or stop launch plans due to various reasons, such
as adverse fluctuations in the value of METAF Coin, failure of
business relationships, and competitors’ claims for intellectual
property rights during development/operation, which may have a

negative impact on the METAF Coin ecosystem and the potential
use of METAF Token.
VI. Risks related to the lack of interest of companies, individuals,
and other organizations in platforms and services developed

through METAF Asset Management and its affiliates, changes in
several intended business models, and limited public interest in the
creation and development of distributed applications. This lack of
interest may limit funding or affect the development of business
platforms and the utilization and potential value of METAF Coin (or
Token).

VII. Risks of applying major changes to the main functions and
characteristics of the business model prior to launching or
implementing the METAF Coin ecosystem. Although METAF Asset
Management and its affiliates intend that the METAF Coin
ecosystem and business model be consistent with the contents of
the white paper, these changes may be applied.
VIII. Risks of competing with other platforms that could have a
potentially negative effect on METAF Coin and its business model.
(Example: Competing business has prevented commercial success
or the prospects are bleak)
A risk that a third party or another individual intentionally or
unintentionally implants harmful or malicious code on the METAF
C oin platf orm t o interfere with the METAF C oin platf orm
infrastructure and utilization of METAF Coin (or Token). Since the
blockchain used in the platform is also vulnerable to these attacks,
it acts as a risk to the operation of related services.

